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Think back…..

How many points can you rack up?

WOTW – Birmingham!

City with 10 million 
population = geolingo?

TRF Nature reserve case 
study

Breed of ‘super goat’?

Name of river variable 
change model?

Name of model about 
population change?

Name the 4 types of 
economic activity

Type of roots on a TRF 
tree

2 x adaptations of TRF 
trees

24/7/365 is the length of

Eats plants & animals –
noun

Tallest trees in TRF are 
known as the ?



• Make a list of as many weather extremes as you can 
think of.

• List any places that commonly experience these 
weather extremes?

So what do you know…..?



Top 10
Media Clip1: 
ALL: Check and add to your extreme weather list
PAIRS: Person 1 to list tectonic deaths; Person 2 
climatic deaths
SOLO: Death total = ?   
PAIRS: Compare …… what do you notice?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LeYUE3S1VL8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ScuKbg7eR6A

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LeYUE3S1VL8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ScuKbg7eR6A


Where do we find weather extremes?

Learning is successful when I can:
• Define the term ‘weather extreme’.

• Name and locate the coldest, hottest, driest, wettest and windiest 

places in the world.

• Use map skills to describe the location of different weather extremes 

around the world.

• Use graph skills to represent weather extreme elements.

Geography Skills:
Graph skills

Map/Atlas skills
Describing 
distribution

Interpreting data

Literacy Skills:
Exam writing

Describing locations

Employability Skills:
Independent thinking

organisation
Time management

Keywords
Climatic

Distribution
Temperature
Precipitation

Extreme

Impressive 
Vocabulary

stark



PRESENT NEW INFORMATION

LOOK, LISTEN, LEARN



Task
1. Use an atlas to map the examples of extreme 

weather around the world.  Include the place 

name, country, and weather record for each 

location.

2. Colour code your annotations into the following 

categories: wind, temperature, and precipitation.

3. What patterns do you notice?

Hint:  Think about the global 

location of each weather 

extreme e.g. latitudes and 

continents.



DESCRIBING LOCATION – CLOCCK IT!!!!

Continent

Longitude & 
Latitude

Oceans & seas

Country

Compass 
points

Kilometres 
(Distance)



Questions
1. Name and locate the wettest places on 

Earth?  Level 2

2. Describe the pattern of extreme 

precipitation on your map.  Level 5

3. Compare the location of the wettest and 

driest places on your map.  Level 8

GCSE Hint: Think about the 

global location of each weather 

extreme e.g. latitudes and 

continents.

GCSE Hint:  Use phrases like 

whereas, similarly and in 

comparison to in order to ensure 

you are directly comparing the two 

patterns.



GCSE Hint:  Think about the 

global location of each weather 

extreme e.g. lines of latitude, 

continent etc.

GCSE Hint:  Use phrases like 

whereas, similarly and in 

comparison to in order to ensure 

you are directly comparing the two 

patterns.

On the model answer

• Highlight where comparisons are made.

• Where has CLOCCK been used? – highlight this in a different colour

On your partner’s work

• Use the model answer to highlight where comparisons are made.

• Where has CLOCCK been used? – highlight this in a different colour

• Add an EBI point – how can they improve their answer?

Hand back the work

• MRI your answer in green based on the model answer and your partner’s feedback

Haven’t done the question?

• Improve answer 1 or 2 based on CLOCCK or answer Q2 if none have been completed

• Do this in green pen

MODEL ANSWER

1. Puerto Lopez in Columbia in South America with an annual average rainfall of 

12,892mm and Mawsynram in India with 11000mm per year and similarly Mount 

Waialeale in Hawaii, are three of the wettest places on Earth.

2/3. The wettest places on Earth are mostly located on/around the Equator with some 

patches along the Tropic of Cancer, in the continents of Asia, Africa and South 

America. One of the wettest places in the world is in Puerto Lopez in Columbia in 

South America with an annual average rainfall of 12,892mm, closely followed by 

Mawsynram in India with 11000mm.  In stark contrast, the Tropics are much drier for 

example the Atacama desert on the Tropic of Cancer, which regularly receives less 

than 0.1mm rainfall per year and the Aswan region of Egypt with 0.861mm. 

Questions
1. Where do we find the wettest places on 

Earth?  Level 2

2. Describe the pattern of extreme 

precipitation on your map.  Level 5

3. Compare the location of the wettest and 

driest places on your map.  Level 8



Representing Climate Data

1. Collect a ‘Top ten wettest places in the world’ data sheet and study the data.  

2. Which graphical technique do you think would be most suitable to present this 

data?

A. Bar graph

B. Pie chart

C. Climate graph

3. Construct a graph of the data on graph paper – remembering ‘All Four Top 

Drawer’  TIP Colour code the places according to the continent

Challenge – Revisit your previous answer to Q2 &/or 3 and boost it up with data 

from the graph



Extension

1. Read the BBC article entitled India climate: What do drowning rhinos and 

drought tell us?

2. To what extent do you agree that India experiences the most extreme weather in 

the world?  Use evidence from your map and the article to support your points.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-india-36989173

Challenge – What else might you want to find out before awarding this title to India?

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-asia-india-36989173
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• Which weather hazard do you think is the most 

extreme?

• Explain your thinking

• Be ready to share


